Your door opening specialist for life safety and security.

IS YOUR SCHOOL

safe and secure?

LaForce helped a school district in Wisconsin take control of their security.
School security has become a top priority for many school districts. With access
to a wide range of products and our own staff of expert technicians, LaForce has
become a superior resource for schools. Here’s how we helped one school district
improve their security system.
(To maintain the integrity of the district’s security system, we will refer to it as School District A.)

Like many districts, School District A was looking to bolster its security with a sophisticated video
surveillance system. School District A wanted something discreet yet high performing. They
turned to LaForce, one of the few companies that could supply a system of this level.
LaForce worked with School District A to strategically place 135 cameras throughout the
district’s four school buildings. All of the cameras can be monitored and adjusted through a single
software system, which can be accessed at the school’s workstation, through a tablet, or a
remote PC.

The high megapixel cameras provide clear facial shots at a distance of 30 to 40 feet. The video

is also clear enough that at up to 70 to 75
feet, a person can still be identified. At each
main entrance, additional cameras are set up
to provide both rear and profile shots of
visitors to the receptionist. The receptionist
already sees the visitor’s face through the
video intercom, but the rear and profile shots
give the receptionist additional information to
gauge the safety of allowing a stranger to
enter the building.

Furthermore, floor plans of the schools are
embedded in the security software and each
camera is identified on the plans. When
viewing the floor plans on the monitor, if a
camera detects motion, the portion of the
camera’s viewing area on the plan turns red.
This is extremely useful for emergency response.
If a SWAT team is positioned outside,
through VPN access they can pull up the
maps. When the school is on lockdown, the

red area indicators help the SWAT team
find the perpetrator quickly.

135 Dome Cameras
Interconnecting 4 schools

Monitor entire school district
from one workstation
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What is the result of all of this
technology? School District A can easily
monitor all four schools at the same time,
and they have a head start on addressing
an incident should a situation arise. For
more information on this system and
others that LaForce has provided, contact
a LaForce security technician.
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